
synopsis
"Esdrújula" is a live music and circus show for the whole family to enjoy.

Two musicians, Vespertina and Nocturno -she is a singer and is a bit crazy, he is a guitarist 

and always so serious- meet on stage and everything can happen, between rhythms of 

the world and sung stories, sometimes they are jugglers or puppets, dancers or acrobats.

"Binomio Fantástico" emerged in 2011 in Rosario (Argentina), the meeting of Julia Lamas, 

singer, dancer and circus artist, and Javier Müller, guitarist and juggler. Both share, together 

with other artists, the creation of the show "Uh! lalá !, tales sung with circus ".

In 2014, they created "Esdrújula, canciones y circo", a play that has been presented since 

then in various festivals, theaters, cultural spaces, schools and kinder gardens in Rosario 

and its region.

Meanwhile, they create "Pasaje" a duo of world music, with a repertoire of songs in 

various languages and rhythms from different places on the planet. They have toured 

and participated in Festivals in Argentina and Mexico.



julia lamas
She is a singer, circus artist and movement researcher. Her training starts from very small 

in dance and singing. Then it is more specifically dedicated to the circus.

She has been part of various performing arts companies and bands since 1999, making 

tours, presentations and participating in festivals in Argentina and abroad.

javier muller
He is a musician, juggler and graduate music teacher. His training as a musician 

begins with the study of the career of classical guitar and music education with 

orientation in piano of the U.N.R and continues in the Provincial Music Faculty.

His approach to the circus is developed from the training of juggling and acrobatics, 

first self-taught and currently in the School of Urban Arts.

• 1 condensed microphone for percussion accessories (with tripod)

• 1 SM58 voice microphone (with tripod)

• 3 plug inputs for guitar, computer and 1 wireless microphone

• 2 feedback monitors

technical requirements

contact

sound:

• Space of at least 6 meters wide by 6 meters long and 4 meters high

scenographics:

julia lamas +549 3413383188 (whatsapp) lalunaju@yahoo.com
javier muller +549 3413405348 (whatsapp) binomiorosario@gmail.com

facebook: binomio fantastico




